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LIFARS Tabletop Exercises are individually tailored to meet the specific 
data protection needs of each client. Our experts identify and interview 
essential personnel to understand your company’s distinct capabilities 
and existing contingency plans, then use this information to formulate 
a custom data-breach scenario based on our real-world experience. 

 

Exercises and simulation activities have been around for decades, if not centuries. 
Simulation of real-life scenarios helps a team in better preparing for actual incidents. 
Irrespective of whether cybersecurity incidents occur or not, conducting relevant 
cybersecurity exercises helps organizations in achieving maturity in their overall strategy. 
Further, regular exercises are useful in validating policies, operational procedures, and 
action plans. Another benefit of exercises can be the identification of tools, techniques, 
and equipment needed to defend against cyber-attacks. 

LIFARS experts, in their experience of working with agencies such as US Secret Service, 
FBI, Interpol, and Europol, have been part of many high-profile cybersecurity exercises. 
LIFARS members were part of a team that won the NATO Locked Shields exercise in 
2016. Furthermore, they have been members of the planning team of ENISA’s Cyber 
Europe and NATO’s Cyber Coalition exercises. 

LIFARS specialists have observed a steady increment in the number of exercises being 
conducted by federal and trans-national agencies. Often, organizations look for standard 
or industry-accepted practices to launch new security initiatives. For conducting 
cybersecurity exercises, ISO 22398 is one such standard that is heavily relied on. 

 

 

 

  

INTRODUCTION  
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ISO 22398:2013 is an international standard that recommends good practices and lays 
down specific guidelines for organizations to plan, conduct and improve their projects 
that are organized within an exercise framework. Any organization, irrespective of its type 
or size, can adopt this standard based on its resources, objectives, needs, and constraints. 
International Organization for Standardization published the latest version of ISO 22398 
in 2013. 
  

What is ISO 22398? 
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ISO 22398 sets out general goals for organizations looking to conduct exercises. Organizations 
looking to perform cybersecurity exercises can adopt these goals in the following context. 

Identification  
This goal focuses on identifying the existing vulnerabilities in IT infrastructure and analyzing 
procedural loopholes. The first component closely relates to penetration testing exercises that 
help organizations in testing the robustness and resiliency of their systems. As for the second 
component, organizations implement policies and procedures to adopt a consistent approach in 
their security practices. For example, an incident response plan will guide how an organization 
will mitigate a cybersecurity incident. If this incident response plan is implemented without 
testing or simulation, it may have procedural loopholes that are capable of derailing the 
organization’s entire response. 
Testing mechanisms and procedures 
While the first goal's scope is limited to identification, this goal seeks to test the identified 
elements to ensure that they are operating correctly as intended. In the cybersecurity industry, 
using a controlled environment for conducting red team exercises is a well-known example. Here, 
the scope of testing is not only limited to technical measures; instead, it covers human actors and 
their ability to respond to various cybersecurity incidents. 

Exercising mechanisms and procedures 
The third goal, after identifying and testing, specifies that organizations should exercise their 
security mechanisms and procedures periodically in a controlled and safe environment. Testing 
of resources clarifies whether an organization's resources can hold up to particular incidents. 
However, exercising them gives peace of mind that these resources are readily available in an 
effective state. For example, an organization can first identify whether there is any procedural 
flaw in the top management's decision-making process. After this, it can test whether this process 
is getting implemented as intended or not. As a part of this goal, the organization can find whether 
the members of top management can be quickly reached in an emergency. 

Communication and cooperation 
Apart from technical measures and procedures, communication and cooperation between 
stakeholders plays a vital role in cybersecurity exercises. Various individuals cannot discharge 
their roles and responsibilities in isolation and wait for them to be effective. Cybersecurity is a 
shared responsibility, and particularly during cyber incidents, various teams within an organization 
need to work together for effective response. While helping our clients in responding to real-life 
incidents, we have come to an understanding that coordination, cooperation, and streamlined 
communication between stakeholders are crucial in responding to cybersecurity incidents. 

Development of policies and procedures 
Besides flaws and gaps, organizations can conduct cybersecurity exercises to develop policies 
and procedures when they do not exist. While developing new policies and procedures, actual 
goals will be different as compared to cybersecurity exercises that heavily focus on the goals 
discussed above. To prepare the documentation from scratch, the purpose is not to test or 
exercise the existing technical measures. 

What Are The Goals of a  
Cybersecurity Exercise?  
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Before starting a cybersecurity exercise, ISO 22398 prescribes conducting a needs and 
gap analysis. This analysis should help an organization in: 

• Identifying the need for the present cybersecurity exercise and testing 
• Establishing the aim of this exercise 
• Recognizing how this exercise will help the organization in risk management 
• Accepting the need to manage risks related to conducting this exercise 

The standard suggests that an organization should treat every cybersecurity exercise as 
an individual project. It should devote proper time to plan and prepare for this exercise. 
The planning process must consist of the following components: 

• Type of exercise 
• List of exercise participants and their role 
• General scenario 
• Time, location, and expected timetable of the exercise 
• Financial requirements 

 

Composition of an exercise management team 
The standard suggests that organizations should form a dedicated team for conducting 
exercises. While there is no explicit mention of the number of team members required, 
organizations have the flexibility to decide the team size. However, a team must have the 
following roles: 

• Exercise coordinator 
• Documentation coordinator 
• Controllers and evaluators 
• Exercise safety officer 

In smaller organizations, these roles can overlap, and an individual can have multiple 
responsibilities. On the other hand, in larger organizations, there can be multiple 
individuals for different facets of a single role. 

 

 

 

 

Conducting a Cybersecurity 
Exercise: Important Considerations  
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Types of exercises 

• Alert exercise: This exercise aims to test alert mechanisms of an organization such 
as the availability of an individual at a particular place within a specified time when 
alerted for an emergency. 
 

• Start exercise: It builds on an alert exercise to evaluate how quickly an emergency 
team can be activated during a crisis. 
 

• Staff exercise: This exercise improves the ability of an internal team to work with 
internal processes within a common operational framework. 

 
 

• Decision exercise: This exercise tests the decision-making process and checks 
whether an organization can take swift decisions or not. 
 

• Management exercise: This exercise is a combination of previous exercises, and it 
primarily focusses on roles, responsibilities, and standard operating procedures. 
 

• Cooperation exercise: This exercise analyzes the level of cooperation between 
different levels of management. It can either focus on horizontal or vertical level or 
both. 
 

• Crisis management exercise: This exercise simulates crisis conditions to provide 
an opportunity for individuals to practice their roles and enhance their capabilities. 

 
 

• Strategic exercise: From an organizational perspective, a strategic exercise can 
involve inter-departmental communication to respond to exceptionally risky 
cybersecurity incidents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conducting a Cybersecurity 
Exercise: Important Considerations  
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Methods of exercises 
The standard lists out the following types of methods for conducting cybersecurity exercises. 
Multiple methods can be used to perform an exercise for maximum utilization of resources. 

CATEGORY METHOD DESCRIPTION 

Discussion-based 

General 
This method covers discussion-based exercises so that 
participants can get familiar with plans, procedures, 
and other available documentation. 

Seminar 

Seminars are informal discussions for introducing new 
or updated policies and procedures. They are not 
bound by real-time simulations and require an 
experienced presenter to maintain the flow of the 
discussion. 

Workshop 
Workshops have an increased participation interaction 
with a quantifiable outcome such as a new policy or 
list of changes in an existing procedure. 

Tabletop Exercise 

A tabletop exercise includes a discussion of simulated 
scenarios and disruptive events in an informal setting. 
Such exercises are a tool to build competence of crisis 
team members and review plans, policies, and 
procedures. 

Games 
Games involve the creation of two or more teams in a 
competitive environment and simulate operations like 
a game. 

Operations-based 

Drill Drill is a coordinated exercise that organizations use 
to test a single function or operation. 

Functional exercise 
As the name suggests, this exercise examines 
coordination, command, control, and cooperation 
between various individuals and teams during realistic 
crisis problems. 

Full-scale exercises 
A full-scale exercise involves multiple teams, multiple 
objectives, types, and methods of exercises. It is one 
of the most complicated exercises that are conducted 
in a real-time environment with time constraints.  

Conducting a Cybersecurity 
Exercise: Important Considerations  
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What is an exercise scenario? 
The standard lays down three levels for preparing an exercise scenario. These three 
layers are events, incidents, and injects. After the development of a scenario, an 
organization must ensure that it does not contain unnecessary information. It must be 
designed in a way that tests the capabilities of participants in a stressful environment. 
Events, at the first level, provide the general description of an exercise scenario. 
Depending on previously decided objectives and aims, the number of events can differ 
from one exercise to another. Each event would have a specific set of consequences at 
the second level. These consequences are called as incidents. An event can have 
multiple consequences, and these consequences can affect each other. On the third 
level, injects facilitate the communication of events and incidents to the exercise 
participants. An ideal inject would provide exercise information and problems to be 
solved. At the same time, it would indirectly force participants to act on those 
consequences and take decisions. 

  

Conducting a Cybersecurity 
Exercise: Important Considerations  
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After completing an exercise, an organization must prepare an after-action report. Every 
cybersecurity exercise must be accompanied by a report that consists of the following 
information: 

• Overview of the exercise and testing activities 

• Scope, performance objectives, and aims 

• Resources available and exercise participants 
• Fulfilment of performance objectives 

• Positive outcomes 

• Feedback from exercise debriefing 

• Areas for improvement 
• Remediation plan and responsibilities. 

  

Role of After-Action Report  
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Our Tabletop Exercises are individually tailored to meet the specific needs of each client. LIFARS 
experts identify and interview essential personnel to understand your company’s distinct 
capabilities and existing contingency plans, then use this information to formulate a custom data-
breach scenario based on our real-world experience. 

Description  
LIFARS will: 

• Identify exercise target audience and audience groups 
• Identify potential threat actors and create incident scenarios based on the specific 

threat landscape for the company 
• Present the scenarios to a target audience and facilitate discussion on how the 

COMPANY would handle the scenarios 
• Provide insights and learning points on the fly and steer the discussions 
• Identify potential gaps 
• Follow up with key takeaways summary and recommendations 

 

Prerequisites 
• It is beneficial to have IR Plan and procedures in place 
• It is beneficial to review and update existing IR Plan and procedures before the actual 

exercise 

 

Company’s role and responsibilities 
• Provide list of key personnel, including response team, executive team, legal team, 

forensics company, PR 
• Provide IR Plan and Procedures 
• Actively engage during the exercise 

 

Deliverables 
• Exercise scenarios 
• Moderated tabletop exercise 
• Key takeaways, recommendations and lessons learned 

 

To learn more about our Tabletop exercises, contact one of our Cyber Resiliency 
Experts today! 

LIFARS’ Incident Response 
Tabletop Exercises 
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Considering how cyber-attacks have evolved in the last five years, organizations cannot 
sit back and relax. Mere implementation of technical measures or policies and procedures 
does not suffice in 2020. Modern-day organizations must adopt a proactive approach and 
improve it continuously to achieve the highest level of security possible. While we accept 
that defending IT systems against complicated cyber-attacks is not a piece of cake, 
putting into the right amount of efforts with appropriate investments will yield favorable 
outcomes for any organization. 
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